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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This synopsis is intended to analyse how the
franchise system maps to the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and important
considerations from both the Franchisee and
the Franchisor perspectives. It is not intended
to inform each party of GDPR regulatory
obligations as separate entities or how a
compliant data protection program should be
implemented, but rather how the contractual
and commercial relationship impacts aspects
of GDPR obligations.
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THE BASICS – GDPR AND THE FRANCHISEE
AND FRANCHISOR
The Franchisee is an independent business that acts as part of the Franchisors business, and
as such, is more than a joint venture or representative of the Franchisor.
Anecdotally the relationship has been described as a “marriage” or that of a “parent and
child”(1), however a better definition could be a “contractual business relationship governed
by a Franchise Agreement. This agreement defines the parameters of the relationship at the
outset, so both parties know their rights and obligations to the franchisor-franchisee
relationship”(2).
According to Statista(5) there are more than 750,000 franchisees in the United States alone,
and the average franchisor operates across 31 countries(6), meaning the GDPR is likely to
have a direct impact on franchisees and franchisors alike. Below we will explore the
franchisee/ franchisor relationship according to the GDPR and give some practical steps that
should be taken to ensure compliance.
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THE FRANCHISE ARRANGEMENT AND ITS
IMPACT
How each party acts is legally defined, predominately by the Franchise Agreement, and it is
this that is the starting point in mapping, how under the GDPR, each party is defined. Even
though, this will most likely be a controller-to-controller relationship, under GDPR, each
scenario should be considered.
So, having established that the Franchise Agreement is the important factor how might that
be interpreted under the GDPR?
The Data Processor - The obligation of the Franchisor is that they “provide the franchisee
with the operating system and support services to help grow the businesses. The
franchisor also researches and develops new products and services, oversees brand
advertising, and provides access to training and support.”(2). Mapping this to the GDPR
under Article 28 & 29(3) we can consider the Franchisor as a data processor. If this is the
case then under the GDPR a Data Processing Agreement (DPA) needs to be in place with
stipulated obligations, some of which are contractual and others (such as keeping defined
records of processing) are freestanding legal requirements.

It is worth noting that the GDPR stipulates that under law both the controller and data
processor are both liable, jointly, for any infringements of the regulation regardless of what
is agreed contractually by both parties (consider the increased financial and reputational risk
this brings to both parties). Regardless of who is determined as the controller or the
processor the liabilities and the GDPR obligations need to be adhered to, in fact we have
seen that the courts have broadened this joint responsibility with recent rulings (Facebook
like buttons) (4).
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The Joint Controller - Another consideration is that both the franchisor and franchisee may
be determined to be joint controllers under the GDPR (Article 26, Recital 79) (3). In essence,
if both parties jointly or independently determine how personal information will be used
then they are both controllers. In making this determination consideration should be given
to the terms of the Franchise Agreement as well as how personal data is actually used by
both parties.
If the determination is that both the franchisee and franchisor are Joint Controllers, then an
agreement needs to be in place between both parties that should be made available to
individuals (Data Subjects) - remember that this does not only include customers but also
employees. This agreement is an important document as it is fundamental in meeting the
transparency principal of the GDPR. The agreement should consider the nature of the
relationship as defined in the GDPR but on a practical level the following points, among
others, should be determined and included in any agreement:
» Which party is responsible for enacting data subject rights?
» How would the right to be forgotten be implemented by the Franchisor and
Franchisee?
» How will both parties work together should an investigation from a supervisory
authority be launched (costs, time, legal opinions & representation etc)
» Are data breach plans aligned in terms of operational and system convergence
» Has the legal basis for processing data been determined by both parties (Consent,
Legitimate interest etc) and do these align or conflict
» Are the purposes for processing data aligned, do they meet the legal requirements and
expectations of individuals?
» If either party is in a third country (Outside of the EEA), have appropriate safeguards
been implemented for the transfer between both parties (Binding Corporate Rules (BCR’s),
approved codes of conduct etc)
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SUMMARY
The Franchisee is an independent business that acts as part of the Franchisors business
and as such is more than a joint venture or representative of the Franchisor.
How each party actually acts is legally defined, predominately by the Franchise
Agreement, and it is this that is the starting point in mapping how under the GDPR each
party is defined. Although it is most likely that this will be a controller to controller
relationship under GDPR, due to the non- linear nature of franchise agreements a
controller to processor relationship may be created in some instances.
Whatever the outcome of this determination is, liabilities and obligations under the GDPR
will exist. Although the above looks at the relevant contracts (DPA) and agreements
between both parties, it is important to understand that the franchise agreement may
create conflict with the GDPR. The rights of individuals and the obligations of controllers
/ data processors must not be derogated because a contractual franchise agreement
creates conflict, for example, a franchise agreement may stipulate that the franchisor
could use information from the franchisee for marketing or product development, but
under the GDPR this would require consent from the individual or a clear understanding
that a third party is using their information in this way and that they have the right to
object to this.
The Franchisor could have a well defended and successful operating model and it is vital
that this is not harmed by inadequately determining the relationship with the franchisee
and creating the correct framework. The Franchisee might be under the expectation
that this is the responsibility of the franchisor but remember that they operate an
independent business, and under the GDPR, could well be responsible for a breach of
the regulation independently of the Franchisor.
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KEY NEXT STEPS
Step

One

Two

way

Description

Details

Determine relationship

Review franchise agreement and actual business
processes to ascertain if the relationship is a controller
to processor or controller to controller

Have the correct agreement

After step one put in place the appropriate Data
Protection Agreement (DPA) or controller-to-controller
agreement, ensuring to make any changes to the
franchise agreement that might have a business
impact or regulatory divergence

Data protection program

Make sure that the data protection programs of the
franchisee and franchisor align on key areas,
considering any member state or other third country
challenges such as breach notification requirements
or data transfer obligations
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